Abstract Maintaining discipline of code in an evolving software project is known to be dicult. We present Minik, an automatic tool written in Java and for Java, that assists technical managers to enforce high and medium level design decisions on programmers. The tool supports hierarchical encapsulation of software components and helps to maintain order in dependencies between parts of the project's source code and to control calls to external libraries. Minik was created to support the development of Ocean GenRap Report Generator, a complex Java project of over 350KLOC, developed in Comarch Research Center. With time, it became an invaluable help for technical managers as well as for new programmers who could quickly learn the structure of the code base.
Introduction
Development of large software projects often escapes traditional waterfall software creation methodology. This concerns in particular systems of big complexity, such as compilers, database engines or modern spreadsheets. Agile approach to software creation process seems much better suited to this kind of software, which is by nature in constant development, improving (hopefully) with each release in terms of enhanced functionality and stability. However, this kind of iterative development style may easily lead to overly complicated code, where almost every part of code depends on every other. Such structure is very dicult to maintain and develop [PC90] , so it is crucial to create methodologies and tools supporting project managers in their task of limiting the code complexity without precluding integration of new features and improvements.
Mainstream programming languages, such as Java, oer some support for hierarchical code organization, but the support is limited. While encapsulation on the level of one le (class) or one directory (package) is supported by the language, higher level encapsulation is left to the programmer. In particular, even if les are placed in a hierarchical directory structure, from the Java programming language point of view the package structure is at. As far as e.g. method visibility is concerned, two classes may either be from the same package or from dierent ones, regardless if they are just in sibling directories or far away apart in the directory structure. Consequently, a modication of a method annotated as public, may potentially require the knowledge needed to modify any part of the program.
Moreover, the exibility of these design standards and programming language grouping constructs like packages make it easy to introduce circular dependencies. The experience in software development shows that circular dependencies cause problems [SM03, Fow01, Lak96, Sou94] so the acyclic coding pattern occurs often in project design guidelines [Mar02, Kno01, Com05] . Cyclic dependencies are regarded as a strong factor in measures of code complexity [TT01] especially when maintainability of code is of the main interest [Jun02] . Moreover, the presentation of code dependencies in form of a DAG (directed acyclic graph) has already been used in the context of support for maintainability [BR01] and easy extensibility [NG88] .
In this paper we present Minik, the code management tool, primarily created to support orderly development of the Ocean GenRap Report Generator [Gen] by the Comarch Research Center. Minik supports a true hierarchical encapsulation and enforces a transparent and simple acyclic dependency structure. In a project managed using Minik, dependencies on distant packages are declared in a separate .minik management le of each component. The tool makes sure that all dependencies are declared and that they form an acyclic structure. Programmers are required to run Minik at every build, so the dependency descriptions are always up-to-date. Moreover, a modication of the .minik le, requires the consent of the technical manager. Experience shows that these changes tend to happen less and less frequently. Minik is also useful in enforcing certain design patterns, e.g. Facade or Bridge [GHJV95] , which can be recorded in the .minik les and hence become harder to break by programmers.
Another important aspect of Minik is the possibility to constrain the usage of external dependencies inside the project. Minik can immediately enforce the manager's decisions that e.g. JDBC classes can only be used in the DAO implementation or that the class java.lang.Thread can only be used in the main package of the application and not inside components. Any programmer trying to break this policy, either by haste or unawareness, will immediately be warned by Minik and forced to correct the mistake.
The adoption of Minik by GenRap programmers turned out to be very smooth. After an initial reluctance, a natural people's reaction to any limitation, the programmers started treating the Minik discipline as part of the limitations of the programming environment, like e.g. Java type system. Moreover, since .minik les constitute only a fraction of the whole code (less than 1%), they proved to form a very good guide for programmers which were new to the GenRap project.
Minik implements the core functionality of the Kotek methodology. The latter, presented in [GSSCS05] , is an advanced module system combined with a build tool, that extends Minik with precise inter-component contract specications, parametrisation of large code fragments with respect to some interface (e.g. widget library) and conditional compilation, depending e.g. on a hardware platform. The present paper is organized as follows. In the next section we describe basic features of Minik and limitations that it puts on the project structure in order to maintain clarity. In the presentation we use a simple example of a toy project MiniEdit, whose structure is a (substantial) simplication of the structure of GenRap. Then we present and explain the syntax of the .minik les and describe the impact of Minik on the development of the GenRap project.
2 The structure of software projects
The complexity of contemporary software structure has led to several approaches aiming to conceptually simplify dependency diagrams of software. Most approaches rely on providing the developers means to present the code interdependencies and coupling them with source code quality metrics. Examples of systems in this category are [Cla, Smi, IKB, Com, SJSJ05] . The systems give guidance to good source code structure, but do not enforce or enforce in a weak manner the structural rules which are appropriate for the project at hand. Another approach is represented by MJ [CBGM03] , a rich system of modules for Java. In this case, the software modules are the grouping entities which forbid accesses which are not explicitly declared in module descriptions. This mechanism, however, does not impose any structural restrictions on the way the dependencies are organized.
Yet another approach to structuring the source code consists in the use of a type system which controls the read or write access to particular pieces of the code. In this case, a separation between dierent code pieces is governed by local annotations in the source code (or in the comments in the source code) that specify which classes are intended to be used as a single module. Examples of systems in this group are [DM05, VB99, CD02] . These systems allow to describe detailed data dependencies up to the level of elds in objects.
Software project structure enforced by Minik
We describe here the structure of projects that is enforced by our tool and methodology. We focus on greater units of source code, called modules or components. Conceptually, the basic ones should contain several classes or packages, the complex ones consist of several sub-components (and possibly a few additional classes). To introduce the notions addressed by Minik, we use a simple example of a hypothetical editor MiniEdit, whose structure is a considerable simplication of the structure of the GenRap project. The strength of Minik results from the structure of possible interdependencies between components that describe the way the source code is organised. We consider two perspectives of code organisation. The rst one, vertical, corresponds to the hierarchical division of the project into components, components into sub-components and so forth. The second one, horizontal, describes functional dependencies between fragments of code. Other Java module systems did not consider explicitly these code organisation facets [CBGM03,IT02,AZ01].
Vertical structure
The hierarchical structure of the project that is enforced by Minik corresponds well to good organisational patterns in which hierarchical connections allow to avoid communication blow-up between dierent organisational units. This kind of code management support is often present in programming languages. The Java package system, in which packages correspond literally to the directory tree of the development site, is the most notable example of it. In our example (Fig. 1 ) the MiniEdit application (represented by the topmost component app) is divided into four components of which two have sub-components. Minik strengthens the Java package system by enforcing a true hierarchical encapsulation: it is forbidden to refer to the insides of a component without its permission. We discuss it further at the end of the next section.
Horizontal structure
By horizontal structure of the project we mean functional dependencies between components of our project. We say that an entity (class/package/component) M depends on another entity N when the source code in M refers a class, a method or a value in N. Figure 2 presents the graph of dependencies between main components of the MiniEdit application. In order to obtain a system with low maintenance cost, we impose several restrictions on the structure of possible references between components. The rst restriction is based on the assumption that functional dependencies between components should form a DAG. The experience in software development shows that circular dependencies cause problems, especially when maintainability of the code is of the main interest.
Of course, cyclic dependencies are not problematic when they occur in a fragment of code whose size is small enough to be easily grasped by a programmer.
Therefore Minik does not prevent dependency cycles between classes belonging to one component, but only the big cycles, i.e. involving classes in several components.
Dependencies and encapsulation The second restriction concerns the vertical structure that we introduced earlier. It is based on a natural principle that one should not manipulate the internals of another component, unless explicitly authorised. In our example the document.minik le declares the dom subcomponent as exported (see Fig. 5 and its description in Sect. 3), but not the implement sub-component (marked gray in Fig. 1) . Consequently, the code in e.g. ui may use the (public) classes dened in app.document.dom, but not those dened in app.document.implement.
Syntax and example
The usage of Minik is directed by .minik les, which are placed in most directories of the project source tree. The syntax of those les is very straightforward (see Fig. 3 ). We explain it here, using our MiniEdit example, whose structure is depicted in Fig. 1 and 2 .
The contents of a .minik le consists of four parts. The rst one, starting with the keyword use, species the dependencies of the the given component. In  Fig. 4 , one can see the contents of the main .minik le of the MiniEdit application, app.minik, so its rst line species external dependencies of the whole project: the Java standard library and an (imaginary) library to produce PDF documents. For internal components, such as ui (Fig. 6) , one species dependencies on (parts of) external components of the whole projects (like java lang, java ui) and other components of the project (document, io, export).
The second section contains denitions of restricted components. They are used to control which parts of external dependencies are used where in the project source. In general, from the dependency control point of view, a component is simply a name attached to a list of class names. Consequently, a denition of a restricted component consists just in creating a new name for the list of classes obtained by restricting the list attached to the original component. One can use the following optional restriction operations:
positive restriction -keyword allow -from the list of class names of the original component, we select only those which match at least one of the given class patterns, negative restriction -keyword deny -from the list of class names, we subtract those which match one of the given class patterns.
Of course if both restrictions are omitted the new component is just a renaming of the original one.
In case of app.minik, we name various parts of standard library and the PDF writer in order to precisely say, in the next section of app.minik, which classes can be used in which components. The third section describes how subcomponents of the given component depend on one another, on external components and on restricted components. For example, it is easy to see that the ui component depends on all other sub-components of app and that it is the only one allowed to manipulate reection, threads and other java lang classes not included in java core. Besides, only export can access classes of pdfwriter, and only those dened in the topmost package, not internal ones. A special name this can be used as the target of the last build clause (see e.g. Fig 5) to indicate what dependencies are allowed in classes from the current directory.
Since the name of a sub-component c 1 can only be used as a dependency of the another sub-component c 2 after the corresponding build c 1 clause, the structure of dependencies cannot contain cycles.
The last part of the .minik le lists the names of the sub-components to be exported. This is where hierarchical encapsulation is implemented: other components can only refer to those parts of the current component which it explicitly lists as exported.
In case of the topmost .minik le of the application, the return clause only indicates the component containing the class with the main method.
Every directory of the project can have its own .minik le. If it is missing, all classes in the directory and its subdirectories are treated as one basic component. Its exported classes are those declared as public. In MiniEdit the document and ui components have their own .minik les. The document.minik le is given in Fig. 5 . It species the Facade design pattern: the dom sub-component denes the interface, i.e. the data object model together with the names of the operations that can be performed on the document. Next, the implement subcomponent contains the actual implementation of the data structure representing the edited document. It may use the dom sub-component, for example to say that some classes of implement are instances of interfaces dened in dom. The classes in the document directory relate the specication and implementation, It is worth noting how the use of the external component pdfwriter can be traced in the project using the .minik les. Indeed, app.minik tells us to look only in the export component and nowhere else.
How Minik works. The most important part of Minik is the recursive function minik fun operating on an environment which maps component names to sets of Java class names.
The initial environment describes the external dependencies of the project and is created from the arguments supplied by the user in the invocation of Minik. One of the arguments is the directory containing .jar les of the dependencies. By default, for each dependency M, the le M.jar should be placed in this directory, apart from the java component, which is found in the standard location of the Java installation. For our example, the only external dependency le is pdfwriter.jar.
The initial environment passed to the rst invocation of minik fun is created by scanning the .jar les of dependencies.
The function minik fun takes an environment E and a directory name D, and returns the set of names of classes exported by the component located in the directory D.
If the .minik le is missing in the directory D, the function just checks the legality of the dependencies of all classes in D and its sub-directories: it is veried that all referenced class names are in the range of the environment E. The returned set of classes includes all public classes of D and its sub-directories.
If .minik is present in D, minik fun operates in four steps, corresponding to sections of .minik. The rst step consists in checking that dependency names listed in the use clause are valid, i.e. they are in the domain of the environment. In the second step the dene clauses are processed: the environment E is extended with restricted components. In the third step, for each clause build c : d 1 . . . d n , the function minik fun is called recursively with the environment E| d1...dn (i.e. E restricted to the dependencies allowed for the subcomponent c) and directory name D/c, which checks correctness of the dependency structure of the sub-component c and returns the set of classes C c exported by c. The mapping c → C c is then added to E for the processing of subsequent sub-components. If the last build clause is of the form build this : d 1 . . . d m , the legality of dependencies of classes in D is checked: all referenced class names must be members of the components d 1 . . . d m . The last step is the processing of the return c 1 . . . c k clause. It is checked that c 1 . . . c k are components built in step 3 (and not external or restricted components) and the set of all classes exported by components c 1 . . . c k is returned as the result of minik fun.
4 GenRap: The Minik experience Ocean GenRap [Gen] is a complex application of over 350 thousand lines of code, written mostly in Java. It is a report generator for database applications, allowing for intuitive and easy edition of reports with constant data view, enabling data analysis directly in the edited document. It has a graphical user interface, similar to modern text editors or spreadsheets, and a novel live context association mechanism, allowing the user to move fragments of reports between documents. GenRap has the possibility to connect to a number of database engines and export the generated report to popular formats, including pdf and html. It is available as part of the CDN OPT!MA system [Opt] since mid 2005 and as a standalone application since January 2006.
The development of GenRap started in 2003. Since then, it has been actively developed by a dozen of enthusiastic programmers, following an agile development methodology. There is no precise long term development plan, only the product vision from which the detailed plan for a following couple of months is derived. The vision itself is modied as new features are implemented and users give their feedback. Such cycles usually take two to three months. During that time two processes are done in parallel: implementation of new features and maintenance, consisting in bug-xing and code refactoring.
From the historical perspective, the need for a tool helping to manage the code became clear after a few months of intensive coding, when the code reached 40 thousand lines. In order to be maintainable the project needed a strict regime in encapsulating and separating components. A simple bash script to separately compile components in restricted environments was used at rst. If the code contained a disallowed dependency the compilation just stopped with an error.
Later, it was decided that this policy was too strict. For productivity reasons, a developer should be able to build the project with bad dependencies, but a patch supplied to the central repository should always ensure a correct dependency structure.
Minik was implemented with this idea in mind. The tool automatically checks the structure of the code without completely preventing defective builds.
Apart from that, other correctness tests were incorporated to Minik, which are beyond the scope of this paper.
As experience shows, the .minik les constitute between 0.5% and 1% of the whole code (see Fig. 7 ). It turns out that they are modied more-less in one out of 10 commits. Thanks to the good structure, the project enjoys a stable growth in lines of code per month and the project managers are not afraid to improve any of its components. Indeed, since it is easy to see what depends on a given fragment of code, it is possible to foresee the impact of a planned refactoring on the rest of the code base.
Currently the GenRap code is divided into around 170 hierarchic components, described by as little as 2800 lines of .minik les. Almost all of these les are smaller than 50 lines, the average being about 17. Their structure is also very simple so they are very easy to understand. Using Minik in the project has also a positive psychological impact on the programming team's integrity. The programmers do not feel intimidated by a manager pointing out their structure errors. Instead, they just treat limitations imposed by Minik as part of the limitations of the working environment: the language, the compiler, design patterns and Minik.
The tool itself is written in Java, it has about 3000 lines and uses a custom class le parser. To increase its integration with the working environment an Eclipse plugin for Minik has been developed. It is rather basic, but nevertheless it is possible to automatically start the verication process and easily access the les with bad dependencies.
Conclusions
The need to synchronize architecture documents with the actual source code is a very important aspect of modeling. Many tools supporting UML technology, e.g IBM Rational Software Architect [Sof] or Microsoft Visual Studio [Vis] , have included utilities to synchronize source code changes with the evolution of the visual model, which is called round-trip engineering. However, the tools based on UML emphasise early project development stages. In particular, they provide clustering and encapsulation mechanisms in the design stage of software production but these architectural decisions are weakly enforced in the coding and maintenance stages. Moreover, they do not encourage comprehensive arrangement of construction blocks and so complicated diagrams are commonly encountered.
In this paper, we have presented Minik, a light-weight tool to maintain proper structure of Java projects, realized in Comarch Research Center as a development utility for the Ocean GenRap Report Generator. Minik supports the technical managers in enforcing acyclic structure of inter-component dependencies and helps programmers understand and maintain the structure of the project. It supports true hierarchical encapsulation of software components, helps tracking where external dependencies are used in the code and permits to foresee the impact of planned refactoring.
Thanks to Minik and its consistent use in project management, the development pace of GenRap is steady for over two years without increasing the programmers team. It turns out that the structure of the code grows as fast as its size and therefore the development does not lead to bloated code which is often a nightmare in large software projects.
